Introduction
The Caucasus is a land of many nationalities, languages and ethnic antagonisms. These deep social divisions shaped the de-facto and de-jure frontiers of the emerging independent states of the region immediately after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The sharpest and the most violent division was the Nagorno-Karabakh separatist war between Armenia and Azerbaijan, which lasted from 1988 to 1994 and cost many hundreds of thousands of causalities. Other violent military conflicts were triggered in Georgia, where Abkhaz and Ossetia separatism conflicted with the Georgian National Independence Movement.
Nation building and territorial conflicts were only part of the complicated political agenda of the region. Liberation from the Soviet rule induced a deep institutional shock that encompassed all spheres of the political system. Countries of the region had to reform almost all aspects of social activity as the Soviet model of social arrangement collapsed. As the crisis was systemic and the new arrangements could not evolve from the old one, it required the creation of a new paradigm. One was provided by the logic of neoliberal globalization and "democratization".
Besides the challenges of nation building, and the transformation of the political and economic systems, the societies of the region experienced a culture shock. All aspects of culture, including knowledge and symbols, patterns and norms of social arrangement, values and perceptions started to change dramatically. A majoritarian democracy, with political competition through free multiparty elections, was considered to be the main institution through which all these controversies could be transformed into governance.
There is a growing literature on the wave of democratic change that has occurred in the last twenty years in post-communist countries. Sometimes the transitions lead from autocracy to democracy and then back again, and may involve civil war or political instability, as discussed in Bunce and Wolchik (2010) and Carothers (2002) . This literature has been complemented by the research on modelling elections in these polities, but this has tended to focus on Eastern Europe or Russia. 1 Many of these polities are "partial democracies", polities that have elections but lack some of the important institutions of democracy such as a free press or independent judiciary. 2 Indeed, some partial democracies have also been called anocracies, since they exhibit mixed characteristics of both democratic and autocratic regimes and often fall into civil war. 3 In this paper we examine the 2008 election in Georgia and the 2010 election in Azerbaijan. In these two "anocracies", regular elections are held but the party of the president exerts undue influence over the elections and plays a dominant political role. Indeed, the dominant party sometimes uses the electoral commission to stack the odds in its favor. As a consequence, public protests and unrest seems to have been the only way in which Georgian voters have been able to obtain political changes and leadership turnover. In Azerbaijan, the Central Election Commission disqualified so many candidates that voters were discouraged from participating in the election, bringing the electoral outcome into disrepute.
Despite the problems faced by opposition parties in Georgia and Azerbaijan, if these parties are to ever succeed at replacing the current party in office, they must participate in the election and learn how to communicate and appeal to voters so that the available democratic institutions can work the way they should. If we accept this argument, then it becomes important to understand the electoral processes in these countries.
There appears to have been little research on elections in these two anocracies in the Caucasus. This is an increasingly important region of the world, as it abuts Iran, Turkey and Russia, and includes many major ethnic and religious conflicts involving Russia, and the countries in the region. Moreover, Azerbaijan is an important oil and gas exporter, and pipelines from other oil and gas producing countries to the east have been, or will be constructed through the region.
At a more theoretical level, we see the analysis of elections in this region as a contribution to the study of the political economy literature on the ability of elites to remain in power, even when democratic institutions are in place (Acemoglu, 2008; Acemoglu & Robinson, 2008) We contribute to the further study of these anocracies by examining which policies the presidential candidates did or could adopt in order to appeal to voters. Opposition parties recognize that the President/autocrat has decided to use the legislature to provide his regime with some legitimacy by using parliamentary elections. Having the opportunity to gain some representation in the legislature, these oppositional parties or candidates have an incentive to maximize their vote share even if they believe that they have little chance of winning the election. The President also has an incentive to maximize vote share in order to give credibility to the regime.
To estimate electoral models for the two elections, we used survey data. This allows us to deploy factor analysis of the survey data to obtain an estimate of the underlying "policy space" and thus of the positions of the voters. We also need an estimate of the distances between voters and party positions and thus we require estimates of the positions of party leaders. To do this we use the notion of "partisan constituency". The idea here is that party leaders can fairly easily, through party membership, polls and data bases, obtain information about the policy positions of their supporters, and each can respond by advocating policies that are close to the mean of the preferences of their respective supporters (Roemer, 2001) . Using these models we could estimate the positions of the parties that would maximimize their vote share, given the positions of the other parties. (We call such a set of positions a local Nash Equilibrium (LNE). We can use simulation of the model to determine precisely the nature of the LNE vector. The LNE is one way to estimate the consequence if all party positions are determined by "opportunists" who simply want to maximize their parties vote share, as suggested by Downs (1957) . In contrast, the "partisan constituency" positions may be regarded as reflecting the preferences of the "guardians" who champion the interests of the party's core constituency (Roemer, 2011) .
For both elections we also estimated spatial sociodemographic models incorporating gender, age, education and financial situation. None of the sociodemographic variables were statistically significant. As we discuss in the section, Valence in The Spatial Model, the spatial models that we used incorporated the notion of "valence" -an estimate of the electoral perception of the quality of the candidates (Stokes, 1963 (Stokes, , 1992 . Unlike the usual Downsian models of elections that suggest that parties converge to the electoral center, when we simulated these models we also found that low valence candidates would not position themselves near the electoral center.
Our models suggested that in these two polities, candidates or parties opposed to the President faced somewhat different quandaries. In Georgia for example in 2008 there were three major opposition candidates to President Saakashvili, all of whom had much lower valence than the President. We performed a thought experiment, to study the consequence of a coalescence of the opposition parties. This suggested that this coalition would simply increase Saakashvili's vote share by about 10%. The continuing dilemma for the opposition parties is that the government controls almost all the media so that the opposition is given little opportunity to change the electoral peception of the candidates. As a result, the opposition parties have tended to voice their discontent through popular protests, which may have the effect of lowering their valence further.
In Azerbaijan, President Ilham Aliyev's ruling Yeni Azerbaijan Party (YAP) took a majority of 72 seats out of 125 and another 38 seats were won by parties supporting the government. We organized a small pre-election sample of 1002 citizens, but we could only use a small subsample of those who intended to vote. A large proportion of those who did not intend to vote believed that the election would be non-democratic. This was partly a response to the electoral commission's disqualification of many candidates for the election. Using our sample, the Yeni Azerbaijan Party had a three-to-one advantage over the Azerbaijan Popular Front Party (AXCP) and Equality Party (MP) which together took 24% of the sample vote. According to the valence model, the AXCP-MP group had low valence in contrast to YAP. Again, the electoral origin was not an equilibrium. However we did compute what is called a mixed strategy equilibrium. This thought experiment suggested that among our sample, the AXCP-MP could gain no more than 24% of the vote, no matter what strategy it tried.
For both countries, our estimations suggest that the low valences of the opposition parties has meant that they have been unable to mount a serious challenge to the government regime. This parallels a result found by Schofield and Zakharov (2010) for the Russia Dumma election of 2007, which showed that there was a similar valence weakness of the parties opposed to United Russia, the party supportive of then President Putin.
It would seem that in countries like Georgia, Azerbaijan and Russia it is possible for relatively autocrat regimes to persist, even when there are democratic elections and viable opposition parties.
Recent Georgian Politics
From the time of Perestroika to the present, Georgia has experienced three major changes of government, each of which was preceded by mass mobilization and unrest.
The first was the shift of power from the Communist party to the Round TableFree Georgia block (headed by Gamsakhurdia) in 1990.
The second was the shift of power from Gamsakhurdia to Eduard Shevardnadze, through the interim government in 1992. 4 After the first post-Soviet Georgian constitution established a presidential democratic republic, Shevardnadze was elected as a president in November 1995, with 70% of the vote. He won a second term in April 2000.
In 2003 Each of these transfers of power was radical in a sense that it changed not only the ruling elite, but also the dominant trend of political development.
National liberation stances were dominant after the politics of Glasnost and Perestroika allowed for the political involvement of the population. These stances dominated the Supreme Council elections of 1990, where Gamsakhurdia defeated the Communist Party. In 1991, Gamsakhurdia declared independence for Georgia, but he failed, however, to incorporate the agenda of liberal and democratic transformation and to gain support from the ethnic minorities as well as from the democratic opposition.
As a result, the regime was confronted with a new wave of protests. In January 1992, a coup d'état forced Gamsakhurdia to flee from Georgia, and Shevardnadze was invited back to the country from Moscow, in order to halt the collapse into total civil war. Shevardnadze was appointed acting chairman of the Georgian State Council in March 1992, and was elected as the head of state in the first postSoviet multiparty elections.
By late 1993, struggles over issues of Abkhazian and Ossetian separatism developed into a fully-fledged civil war. In 1993, Georgian troops were defeated in their attempt to restore control over the breakaway regions, "Ethnic cleansing" caused 200,000 Georgians to flee from the Abkhaz and Tskhinvali territories. By 1995 the period of civil war was over.
The constitution of 1995, as well as the basic economic reforms of 1994 -1996 (including the introduction of a national currency, privatization, and structural adjustment in line with the Washington consensus) together established the fundamental framework for social, political and economic activities. However, there remained a serious gap between formal arrangements and informal practices.
Despite the declared pro-democratic and pro-western stance of the Shevardnadze regime, this was a hybrid system that existed until the end of his rule in 2003. On the one hand, Shevardnadze did not restrict freedom of society and allowed the emergence of new political and economic forces. On the other hand, he would not accept major changes within the state and government structures. The greater the demand for change, the more conservative he tended to become. As a result, corruption penetrated all spheres of life and distrust deepened against the state institutions.
The almost unanimous discontent with the conservative, weak and corrupt executive power of the regime overshadowed all other possible political divisions, and unified the opposition to Shevardnadze. The agenda of further democratization became dominant, promoted by the oppositional TV Rustavi2, which supported the "reformers" among the ruling elite -Zurab Jvania and Mikheil Saakashvili. The people eventually mobilized against Shevardnadze, and, in the November 2003 bloodless "Rose Revolution", forced him to resign. Saakashvili became the unchallenged leader of the mass protest movement, taking 96% of the vote for president, and becoming president on 25 January 2004. Welt (2010) comments that Georgia's Rose Revolution stemmed from Georgians' discontent with an ineffective, criminalized, and corrupt ruling regime. Georgia's ruling party was not only unpopular before the 2003 election, but also weak.
Saakashvili was regarded as a pro-NATO and pro-USA leader who initially spearheaded a series of political and economic reforms.
For the leaders of the revolution, for the National Movement, democracy was important, as much as democracy was the identity marker of becoming part of the West. In this sense, democracy was an external attribute, a self-declared ideology that aligned Georgia with the West, rather than a certain political practice concerning the organization of the political sphere through competitive elections, and other internal attributes of democratic performance. (Cheterian, 2008) This time the country found new leadership, composed of a young energetic generation of risk-taking activists who opted for quick political changes. Slow, piecemeal and negotiations-based decision-making, typical for the democratic process, contradicted their perception of themselves as a vanguard of pro-western development. Rule of law, civil and political rights, together with constitutional checks and balances, were supposed to be the norm, but in fact were subject to manipulation and were sometimes clearly violated.
In 2004, Saakashvili established an armed presence in the disputed regions of South Ossetia and Abkhazia. In 2007, a series of anti-government demonstrations were triggered by accusations of murder and corruption from several opposition groups.
The change of the constitution in 2004, a decrease in the freedom of the media, as well as cases of the redistribution of property and other violations of the law, marked a growing gap between the pro-western stance of governmental policies and the de facto concentration of power in the hands of a small elite who seemed above the law.
The incompatibility of the pro-western orientation and non-democratic practices split society into two poles. The government promoted its agenda of externally oriented policies, including integration into NATO, arguing that this required strong leadership. The opposition insisted on the agenda of democracy and rule of law, demanding greater equality.
The split of public opinion into two poles could be interpreted as a normal political struggle between those who supported a "Western integration" agenda against those who opted for "democracy and rule of law", were it not for the illiberal environment in which the split occurred. Moreover, this split induced a change in attitude towards the USA At one time, pro-American feeling was nearly universal in Georgia. This has begun to somewhat change -as manifested by protests in front of the U.S. Embassy and increasing charges levied by the opposition that the United States has chosen to support Saakashvili rather than democracy. (Mitchell, 2008) Each of these two poles had the support of different media outlets, particularly TV channels. Saakashvili controlled Rustavi2, formerly for the opposition, but by this time pro-government. The opposition depended on Imedi, owned by Badri Patarkatsishvili, a media oligarch, who also ran in the 2008 presidential election.
The two opposed TV channels, Rustavi2 and Imedi, had two very different views of politics. By the Fall of 2007, the governing elite and the leaders of the opposition appeared on their own channels, and seemed to ignore each other. The resulting split within society became extremely polarized.
There are two realities in Georgia today -one seen by Saakashvili supporters and the other by the opposition and more apolitical members of society. (Sumbadze 2009 , see also Anable 2006 & Broers 2005 .
The 2008 Georgian Presidential Election
This split in society, in which two versions of possible development existed simultaneously but separately, was a novelty for Georgia, and dominated the election of 5 January 2008. The anti-government demonstrations had led to a declaration of a state of emergency. The oppositional TV channel Imedi was closed and its equipment partly destroyed by the police. These events led to harsh criticism of the Saakashvili government by the Human Rights Watch for using "excessive" force against protesters. The International Crisis Group warned of growing authoritarianism.
The brief outline of Georgia's political development given above suggests that voters considered that the 2008 election would be a highly contested election, where the candidates' positions would be influential in determining the outcome of the election. While it is plausible that voters believed that the President would remain in office, it is also reasonable to infer that the opposition believed there was a chance that they could influence the policy outcomes. (See Table 1 for the election outcome.)
We now proceed to model the 2008 election in order to determine the candidates' policy positions. We use a sample survey to construct a formal model of the 2008 election in an attempt to understand the nature of politics in Georgia. The post-election survey was conducted by GORBI-GALLUP International from 19 March through to 3 April 2008 (Details of the survey are given in Appendix A in the supplementary material available at http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/fbep). The survey contains data on how respondents voted and their sociodemographic characteristics. Table 2 gives the vote shares for the candidates as indicated by the survey. 5 The survey also contained the voters' attitudes to the general direction of the country, how pro-western they are, their belief on whether the election was fair or not, their opinions of the USA, the EU, and NATO. The factor analysis done on these questions determined that there were two dimensions in which voters could be allocated in the 2008 election. These dimensions describe attitudes towards democracy and the west. Table 3 gives the factor loadings for the construction of the policy space.
The first factor dimension is strongly related with the respondents' attitude toward the United States, the European Union and NATO. Those who have favorable opinion toward the US, EU and NATO have smaller values in this dimension. Thus, a larger value in the West (W) dimension means stronger anti-western attitude.
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The other dimension is related to respondents' judgement about the current democratic environment in Georgia. Larger values in the democracy (D) dimension are associated with negative judgement about the current state of democratic institutions in Georgia, coupled with a demand for more democracy.
The covariance matrix of the electoral distribution of the sample is:
This is simply the variance/covariance matrix obtained from the voter distribution in the two-dimensional policy space estimated by using each respondent's answers to the survey questions, as weighted by the factor loadings given in Table 3 . This distribution is displayed in Figure 1 . We shall make use of the total electoral variance for Georgia, which is s 2 = s Voteshares in the imputed dataset, rounded to 2 decimal places.
There were four candidates running in the election. The points (S,G,P,N) represents estimated candidate positions, corresponding to Saakashvili (S), Gachechiladze (G), Patarkatsishvili (P), and Natelashvili (N).
We used the party constituency model to estimate party position in the two dimensional policy space and took the mean value in these two dimensions of those voters who voted for each candidate. The estimated party positions were: Modelling Elections in the Caucasus 9 axis and attitudes to the West as the y-axis. Before discussing the electoral model that we use, we discuss the notion of valence which is crucial for understanding the model.
Valence in The Spatial Model
Recent research on modelling elections has followed earlier work by Stokes (1963 Stokes ( , 1992 and emphasized the notion of valence of political candidates. As Sanders et al. (2011) comment, valence theory extends the spatial or Downsian model of elections by considering not just the policy positions of parties but also the parties' rival attractions in terms of their perceived ability to handle the most serious problems that face the country. . .
[Thus] voters maximize their utilities by choosing the party that they think is best able to deliver policy success.
Schofield and Sened (2006) have also argued that
Valence relates to voters' judgments about positively or negatively evaluated conditions which they associate with particular parties or candidates. These judgements could refer to party leaders' competence, integrity, moral stance or "charisma" over issues such as the ability to deal with the economy and politics.
Valence theory has led to a considerable theoretical literature on voting based on the assumption that valence plays an important role in the relationship between party positioning and the votes that parties receive. 6 Empirical work, based on multinomial logit methods, has also shown the importance of electoral judgements in analysis of elections in Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom. 7 These empirical models of elections have a "probabilistic" component. That is they all assume that "voter utility" is partly "Downsian" in the sense that it is based on the distance between party positions and voter preferred positions and partly due to valence. The estimates of a party's valence is assumed to be subject to a "stochastic error". 8 In this paper we use the same methodology. Clarke et al. (2009a: 159 ) has compared pure "Downsian" spatial models of the 2000 and 2004 US presidential elections with valence models of the same elections. Their overall conclusion was that the two classes of models had "approximately equal explanatory power". The pure "Downsian" spatial model of voting tends to predict that parties will converge to the center of the electoral distribution. 9 However, when valence is included, then the prediction is very different. To see this suppose there are two parties, A and B, and both choose the same position at the electoral center, but A has much higher valence than B. This higher valence indicates that voters have a bias towards party A and as a consequence more voters will choose A over B. The question for B is whether it can gain votes by moving away from the center. It should be obvious that the optimal position of both A and B will depend on the various estimated parameters of the model.
To estimate optimal party positions we use a Downsian multinomial logit vote model incorporating valence. The model estimates a parameter b which gives a measure of the weight that voters assign to the policy differences they have with the various parties. Using {j [ P} to denote the parties or candidates, the vector of valences l = {l j : j [ P} can be estimated from the intercept terms of the model. Each intercept term, l j , can be interpreted as the exogenous valence of the candidate or leader of party j and essentially provides a measure the average electoral perception of the "quality" of j. Lastly, the distribution of voter preferences is given by the variance/covariance matrix of the electoral distribution. 10 The total electoral variance is denoted by s 2 . The model is therefore characterized by a set of estimates {l, b, s 2 }. Using the estimated parameters of the probabilistic vote model, we can determine whether there is a local Nash Equilibrium (LNE). An LNE is a vector of party positions such that each party, j, chooses a policy position, z j , from the set of possible positions in order to locally maximize its vote share, given the positions of the other parties and the anticipated electoral outcome.
A theorem by Schofield (2007) provides a technique for examining this optimization problem in terms of a convergence coefficient, denoted c. This coefficient depends on various parameters, {l, b, s 2 }, of the model. Firstly, the coefficient c is an increasing function of bs 2 . Secondly, c depends on the differences between the valence estimates. In particular, if the valence differences between the parties are increased for some exogenous reason, then c also increases. Schofield (2007) shows that if c , 1, then the local Nash Equilibrium is one where all parties adopt the same position at the mean of the electoral distribution. On the other hand, if c ≥w, where w is the dimension of the policy space, then the electoral mean cannot be an LNE. Alternatively, we say that c , w is a necessary condition for convergence to the electoral mean.
As bs 2 increases together with the valence differences, then c will also increase. In a polity with small bs 2 and with low valence differences, so that c ,1, we expect all parties to converge to the electoral center. Thus a low value of c is indicative of a centripetal tendency in the political configuration.
To the contrary, if there are many parties, some with low valences, and if bs 2 is sufficiently large so that c ≥w, then we expect parties to diverge away from the electoral center. Indeed, we expect those parties that exhibit the lowest valence to move further away from the electoral center. Thus a high value of c is indicative of a centrifugal tendency.
It also follows from the analysis that even when c ≥w then a party that is generally regarded as having a very high valence will tend to respond to the electoral preferences by positioning itself close to the electoral center. This analysis suggests that low valence parties face a difficult quandary. If their valence is low then they will be forced to move to the electoral periphery. If they are perceived as too radical, then the electorate is also likely to perceive such a party as being ill-equipped to govern, thus maintaining the party's low valence.
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Using the estimated parameters of the multinomial vote model, we can determine whether the electoral mean is an LNE.
As indicated above, for the 2008 Georgian election we find that the policy space is two dimensional (given by the two factors, Democracy and the West). Moreover, the convergence coefficient c Georgia was estimated to be 2.43 which is greater than 2. We therefore conclude that "opportunistic" low valence opposition candidates should adopt positions away from the electoral origin in order to increase their vote share. As discussed below, a similar analysis for the 2010 election in Azerbaijan gave a one-dimensional space. We found that the convergence coefficient c Azerbaijan ¼ 1.44 was greater than 1. Since this estimate also exceeds the necessary bound for convergence, we infer that the opposition parties should diverge from the electoral mean in order to maximize their vote share. We used simulation of the models to determine precisely the nature of the equilibria.
The formal details of the spatial model are given in Appendix C in the supplementary material available at http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/fbep. We now apply the pure spatial model to the 2008 election in Georgia.
Interpreting the spatial model for Georgia
The survey gave information on whether respondents voted and for whom, and we constructed various logit models of the elections using these survey data combined with the pure spatial model presented in the previous section.
When estimating the model for Georgia, we used Natelashvili as the base candidate, so that the coefficients of the model are measured relative to that of Natelashvili. Table 4 gives the following coefficients for the MNL estimation:
As Table 4 indicates, two of the candidates, Saakashvili and Gachechiladze, have valences that are significantly positive. In addition, the valence of Patarkatsishvili is positive and almost significantly different from 0 at the 5% level. It is then clear that Natelashvili with l N ; 0 has the lowest valence. Thus, these results indicate that in 2008 Natelashvili was the candidate generally regarded to be of the lowest quality, once policy differences between candidates were taken into account. When candidates locate at the electoral mean, then each candidate, j, is characterized solely by the exogenous valence, l j . (This corresponds to the intercept term in the regression, 2.56.) Note that the valence term, l j , measures the common perception of the quality of candidate j among the sample. That is, l j is the non-policy component in the voter's utility function.
Recall that we are interested in finding where the candidates will locate in the policy space in order to locally maximize vote share. Because the outcome of the election depends on these vote shares, we implicitly assume that candidates use polls and other information at their disposal to form an idea of the election outcome.
One possibility is for all candidates to locate at the electoral mean. We let z 0 denote the joint mean vector. Assuming this to be the case, then candidates will differ only in their valence terms (i.e. on the model's estimates of the candidates' quality). Under this assumption, we can then use the above coefficients given by (2) , to estimate the probability that a typical voter chooses Natelashvili at the vector z 0 . From standard results of the logit model this is: 
Following a similar procedure we can estimate the probabilities that a typical voter chooses the various candidates at the vector z 0 :
(r S , r G , r P , r N ) = (0.65, 0.22, 0.08, 0.05) These estimates are close to the sample vote shares, given in Table 2 , of
Many studies have shown however that parties do not find it in their best interest to locate at the electoral mean and we will show that this is the case in Georgia.
We now apply the theorem to determine whether Natelashvili, the candidate with the lowest valence, has any incentive to be positioned at the electoral mean. Schofield (2007) shows that the Hessian of the vote share function of Natelashvili, is given by the formula Using (2) and (3) It is easy to see that the eigenvalues of C N are both positive (+0.29 and +0.14) with eigenvectors (1,3.53 ) and (23.53,1) respectively. We infer that the joint electoral mean gives a minimum of Natelashvili's vote share function. This candidate thus has an incentive to move away from the electoral mean in order to increase his vote share. Schofield (2007) defines the convergence coefficient to be
Since s 2 ¼ 0.82 + 0.91 ¼ 1.73, we can compute the convergence coefficient for this election in Georgia to be:
Since the convergence coefficient c ¼ 2.43 . 2, then by the Valence Theorem we know that the joint electoral mean cannot locally maximize Natelashvili's vote function. Therefore, we conclude that, in the 2008 Georgian election, the electoral mean could not be a vote maximizing LNE. We can perform the same analysis for Patarkatsishvili. Using r P¼0.09 , we find that Again C P has positive eigenvalues. Once Patarkatsishvili and Natelashvili move from the electoral mean, then the other candidates should also move. However, because Saakashvili has such a high valence (l S ¼ 2.56, his vote share will be little affected by the positions of the other low valence candidates, and we would expect his vote maximizing position to be close to the electoral origin.
It is also possible that sociodemographic characteristics may influence voters' choices. We used the sociodemographic characteristics available in the survey: gender, age, education and financial situation. Table 5 gives the results of the spatial sociodemographic model. Only gender has a statistically significant effect, with women in favor of Saakashvili. Age, education, and financial situation are not significant.
Note that the loglikelihoods of the pure and the spatial sociodemographic models were not significantly different from one another. This implies that the sociodemographic characteristics are not statistically significant in explaining voter behavior in our sample for Georgia. Other analyses using the spatial model (Schofield et al., 2011b) have also found the loglikelihoods for the pure spatial model and the spatial model with sociodemographics to be almost identical. For Georgia the sociodemographic variables generally add little information once the estimated voter positions are utilized. More importantly the LNE for the pure spatial model and the spatial sociodemographic were found to be almost identical.
We use the coefficients of the spatial sociodemographic model to estimate the local Nash equilibrium (LNE). To do this, we simulated the model by estimating each candidate's best response to the given positions in Figure 1 taking as given the Notice that both Natelashvili and Patarkatsishvili do slightly better at the LNE. Figure 2 gives the estimated equilibrium positions for this model. We reiterated this procedure many times starting with different initial positions but were unable to locate any other LNE.
As expected from the model, the high valence candidate, Saakashvili, has an equilibrium position very near the origin, followed by Gachechiladze, followed by Patarkatsishevili, with Natelashvili furthest away. Notice that the equilibrium position for Natelashvili is (0.28, 1.12) which almost lies on this candidate's major eigenvector (1,3.53) .
Thus, according to our analysis, Saakashvili's vote maximizing position should be very close to the center of the electoral distribution, precisely because his vote share Hessian will have positive eigenvalues at the origin. In contrast, the low valence candidates, Patarkatsishvili and Natelashvili, if they wish to gain as many votes as possible would be forced by the logic of the electoral model, to adopt divergent positions away from the electoral center.
A comparison of Figures 1 and 2 suggests that there can be various incentives acting on the candidates which pull them away from the pure vote maximizing equilibrium positions. Indeed, we suggest that there is a tug of war in each party between opportunists who in a Downsian fashion, are concerned with vote maximization, and the party members who believe the party should express the policy preferences of the party's supporters. We further suggest that the partisan constituency positions of the candidates are maintained, in part, by the influence of activists, who provide resources to the candidates, and prefer more divergent positions than those suggested by the Downsian "opportunistic" model.
We suggest that activists pull Saakashvili to the lower left of the policy space, while the other oppositional candidates respond to their activists in demanding more democracy. Both Patarkatsishvili and Natelashvili also appear to appeal to voters who have attitudes opposed to western institutions. Figures 1 and 2 suggest the nature of the quandary that the opposition candidates face. All opposition candidates appeal to voters who wish for more democracy, but they split the votes between them, so together they take less than 50% of the vote. Partly because of this fragmentation, their valences are low, so they cannot mount a credible challenge to Saakashvili.
We can perform a thought experiment to determine the outcome if the opposition were to form a united front, under Gachechiladze. Assuming his valence is still l G ¼ 1.50, then we estimate the opposition vote share at the mean to be r G ¼ 0.26 In this case we would find that Gachechiladze's vote maximizing position would be at the electoral mean, leading to a vote split of 74% for Saakashvili and 26% for Gachechiladze. In other words, the opposition would gain nothing from coalescing.
After the 2008 election
As we now discuss, after the election the opposition was involved in mass demonstrations, hoping thereby to reduce the electoral perception of Saakashvili's advantage. However, Saakashvili has been able deploy various political and military strategems, including provoking an invasion by Russian forces. The intention of these strategems was presumably to give the electorate cause for fear of the future, increasing the perception of Saakashvili as a strong leader. Muskhelishvili et al. (2009) commented that the election result created suspicion, since cases of stuffing ballots . . . were registered in many precincts. . . Being unable to either change the regime or improve its quality through elections the opposition movement gradually lost momentum. The main opposition parties refused to consider these results legitimate. In August 2008, a series of clashes between Georgian and South Ossetian forces resulted in Saakashvili ordering an attack on the town of Tskhinvali. In response, the Russian army invaded South Ossetia, followed later by the invasion of other parts of Georgia. Eventually there was a cease fire agreement, and on 26 August the Russian president, Dmitry Medvedev, signed a decree recognizing Abkhazia and South Ossetia as independent states. On 29 August 2008, in response to Russia's recognition of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, Georgia broke off diplomatic relations with Russia. Since then, opposition parties have accused the president of rigging elections and using riot police to crush opposition rallies. The government has established direct control over most of the TV outlets, leaving the opposition only with access to the internet. But such outlets do not allow the opposition to persuade the electorate that's its leaders are of high quality.
Opposition against Saakashvili intensified in 2009, when there were mass demonstrations against him. The next presidential election is planned for 2013. In preparation, on 15 October 2010, the Parliament approved, by 112 to 5, a constitutional amendment that increased the power of the prime minister over that of the president. It was thought that this was a device to allow Saakashvili to take on the role of prime minister in 2013, just as Putin had done in Russia.
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The 2010 Election in Azerbaijan
In the 2010 election in Azerbaijan, 2,500 candidates filed application to run in the election, but only 690 were given permission by the electoral commission. The parties that competed in the election were: Yeni Azerbaijan Party (the party of the President, YAP), Civic Solidarity Party (VHP), Motherland Party (AVP), Azerbaijan Popular Front Party (AXCP) and Musavat (MP). Various small parties formed political blocks (these are referred to in the survey question in the Appendix at http://www. tandf.co.uk/journals/fbep).
National and foreign experts expected no major improvement in the conduct of these elections. No election after 1992 has been fully in accordance with national and international democratic standards. So far Azerbaijan has been convicted twice of election fraud during the 2005 parliamentary elections by the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg. In April it was about Nemat Aliyev's case and in September about Flora Karimova. (More cases are expected to be decided soon.) The pre-election atmosphere was tense with the media complaining of pressure and of transparent financial transactions of state officials.
The opposition alleged irregularities and Musavat declared that the election was illegitimate. It also asserted that the West did not criticize the regime because of Azerbaijan's geostrategic location. President Aliyev, however, rejected the criticisms claiming the election "conformed to European standards". President Ilham Aliyev's ruling Yeni Azerbaijan Party took a majority of 72 out of 125 seats (see Table 6 ). Nominally independent candidates, who were aligned with the government, received 38 seats, and 10 small opposition or quasi-opposition parties took 10 seats. The Democratic Reforms party, Great Creation, the Movement for National Rebirth, Umid, Civic Welfare, Adalet (Justice), the Popular Front of United Azerbaijan most of which were represented in the previous parliament, won one seat a piece. Civic Solidarity retained its three seats, and Ana Vaten kept the two seats they had in the previous legislature.
For the first time, not a single candidate from the opposition Azerbaijan Popular Front (AXCP) and Musavat was elected. These two parties only took 3.1% of the vote, while the independent candidates took 48.2% of the vote but only 48 seats out of 125. See Table 7 for the seat distributions.
The Central Election Commission (CEC) said turnout was 50.1%, out of a total 4.9 million people eligible to vote. Opposition leaders suggested the low turnout was due to candidate disqualifications by the CEC, and consequent discouragements to vote after their choice of candidate was excluded. Anger with the regime later made We were able to organize a small pre-election survey of 2010 election in Azerbaijan which allowed us to construct a model of the election. The survey was conducted by the International Center for Social Research (ICSR), Baku, Azerbaijan. The survey data is given in Appendix B in the supplementary material. These included questions about respondents' evaluations of the democratic situation, political institutions, and economic environment in Azerbaijan, as well as voting intention. The number of respondents in the original data set was 1002. The final number of observations used in this analysis was only 149 for three reasons.
First, a large number of respondents (636) abstained (they answered that they would not vote). Thus there is no information on their party preference. See the material in Appendix B, in the Supplementary material in http://www.tandf.co.uk/ journals/fbep. Second, among the remaining are 138 who were independent voters (those who answered that they would vote for independent candidates) and 53 who reported that they intended to vote for parties other than YAP, VHP, AVP, AXCP and MP.
Among the remaining 173 cases, only 160 had completed the factor analysis questions. The number of respondents choosing the various parties was (YAP, VHP, AVP, AXCP + MP) ¼ (113,7,4,36). 12 Finally, for VHP and AVP, the estimation of party positions was very sensitive to inclusion or exclusion of one respondent. Thus, we used only the small subset of 149 voters who completed the factor analysis questions and intended to vote for YAP or AXCP + MP (see Table 8 ). Table 9 gives the one-dimensional factor model. Larger values of the resultant factor score was associated with negative evaluation of the current democratic situation in Azerbaijan. Specifically, the respondents with larger values on the x-axis tended to be dissatisfied with the current Azerbaijani democracy, did not think that free opinion is allowed, had a low degree of trust in key national political institutions, and expected that the 2010 parliamentary election would be undemocratic. This dimension is called "Demand for democracy". Figure 3 displays the distribution of respondents along this dimension. The respondents' variance is s 2 ¼ 0.93. As in the analysis for Georgia, party positions were taken to be the mean of the party voters' positions. The party positions were estimated to be (YAP, AXCP + MP) = (−0.47, 1.48) Figure 3 also shows the estimated party positions for these two parties. We considered voters who evaluated themselves as a supporter of a party as activists. The number of activists for YAP and AXCP-MP were 48 and 19, respectively. These activist mean positions are also shown in Figure 3 . Table 10 , column (i), presents the pure spatial binomial logit model while Table 10 , column (ii), gives the model including the spatial coefficient and the sociodemographic variables. In both cases we used AXCP-MP as the base party. In the first model, b ¼ 1.34 and (l YAP , l AXCP−MP ) = (1.30, 0). As in the analysis for Georgia, none of the sociodemographic variables were found to be statistically significant.
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In particular, the loglikelihoods of the pure and the spatial sociodemographic models were not significantly different from one another.
Using the coefficients for the pure spatial model we estimated the probabilities that a typical voter votes for one or other of these two parties in the pure spatial model to be (r yap , r axcp+mp ) = (0.79, 0.21). Using b ¼ 1.34 and the electoral variance s 2 ¼ 0.93 we can then calculate the convergence coefficient of the pure spatial model to be
Since w ¼ 1, and c ¼ 1.445 .1 for the pure spatial model, then the valence theorem implies divergence from the electoral mean by all parties. Note that Thus C axcp−mp has a positive eigenvalue and the electoral mean is a minimum of the AXCP + MP vote function. It follows that the AXCP + MP, regarded as a single party, should move away from the mean, with the obvious direction being towards its party constituency position. In the same way YAP should move to the opposite side of the axis.
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When we analyzed the model we found that there was no LNE. Instead we found a limit cycle as in Figure 4 . For example if we start at (YAP, AXCP + MP) ¼ (0.2, 0.33) with vote shares (0.795, 0.205) then AXCP + MP can shift to -0.54 to increase its share to 0.276. In response, YAP can move from 0.20 to -0.32 to increase its share from 0.724 to 0.811. The rest of the cycle is shown here:
The mixed strategy equilibrium has YAP position itself at 0.20 with probability 0.58 and at 20.32 with probability 0.42, while AXCP + MP positions itself at 0.33 with probability 0.51 and at 20.54 with probability 0.49. The expected vote shares at the mixed equilibrium is identical to the two party sample vote shares. Notice that the AXCP + MP does slightly better than at the electoral mean, taking 0.24 instead of 0.21 As we have noted, we only model voters who did intend to vote. We did not use survey respondents who stated that they would abstain from voting.
However, as Table A2 (in Appendx B, in the supplementary material available at http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/fbep) shows, those respondents who were unlikely to vote tended to believe that elections in Azerbaijan were not democratic.
Conclusion
As we observed in the introduction, in many of the newer democracies of the old Soviet Union, and in Latin America, there have been moves towards partial democracy and then reversion to military or autocratic rule. Levitsky and Way (2002) have noted that the post-Cold War world has been marked by the proliferation of hybrid [or partially democratic] political regimes:
In different ways, and to varying degrees, polities across much of Africa (Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Zambia, Zimbabwe), post-communist Eurasia (Albania, Croatia, Russia, Serbia, Ukraine), Asia (Malaysia, Taiwan), and Latin America (Haiti, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru) have combined democratic rules with authoritarian governance during the 1990s. Scholars often treated these regimes as incomplete or transitional forms of democracy. Yet in many cases these expectations (or hopes) proved overly optimistic.
The analysis of Georgia and Azerbaijan indicates that the implementation of full democracy in these countries faces certain difficulties because of the fact that oppositional groups in these two countries have to deal with different political quandaries. In Georgia the three opposition candidates that we included in the analysis are estimated to have exogenous valences that are markedly different from that of President Saakashvili. As a result, electoral logic forces them to adopt relatively radical positions away from the electoral center in order to maximize their vote shares. Were any of them to attempt to appeal to more centrist voters by adopting less radical policies, then Saakashvili could offer compromises which would still result in his re-election. The fragmentation of the opposition has contributed to the low electoral perception of the quality of the opposition. This has led to a situation where the opposition is limited to the use of public demonstrations in the hope that this would bring greater opposition to Saakashvili, as exemplfied by a decrease in his valence, or overall perception of the quality of the regime.
In Azerbaijan, although we have only a small sample, Table A2 in the supplementary appendix suggests that there is a correlation between the intention to vote and the belief that the election would be democratic. Indeed, the survey suggests that there is a degree of electoral apathy. We can infer that after the electoral commission prevented certain candidates from running in the election, many respondents saw no point in voting because they believed that the election would not be truly democratic.
The model estimate of the valence difference between YAP and AXCP-MP was sufficient to generate a theoretical vote share split of 79% to 21%, within our model. This is very close to the sample split between these parties. This estimated valence difference suggests that the electorate was unconvinced about the quality of the oppositional leaders. As in Georgia, the opposition was highly fragmented and this, together with the electoral perception of the opposition leaders, and the disqualification of many candidates, would seem to be the cause of the electoral apathy.
In both countries greater access to the media by opposition candidates could possibly lead to a change in the electoral perception of the opposition, thus bringing about a more effective opposition and a greater degree of democratic consolidation.
10. The electoral distribution of preferred points can be obtained from a survey. Assuming there are w dimensions in the policy space, then the electoral covariance matrix, ∇ 0 , will be a w by w matrix, whose diagonal terms give the variances on each axis, taken about the mean on that axis. 11. Another similarity between Georgia and Russia involves the funding of electoral competition. Sonin and Tucker (2007) suggest that the dominance of the pro-Putin party, United Russia follows from its control of economic resources. Notice that Prime Minister Putin and President Dmitry Medvedev announced in late September, 2011, that they had reached an accord under which Putin would again stand as President in the next election. 12. See Table 8 . Because of the survey design, AXCP and MP were not differentiated and are regarded as one party block. See question wording in Appendix B for vote choice. 13. The variable "city" is a binary variable indicating whether the respondent resides in a city area or not.
The categories 1, 2 and 3 in the question "type of location" are coded as city, and 4 and 5 are coded as non-city residents. 14. We may say the electoral mean is a "repellor".
